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1. Introduction
Due to the considerable importance of the neutron capture cross
sections in the keV-energy region a large number of experiments
were performed in the past by a variety of techniques. All avai-
lable data of the (n,y)-cross section of gold, which is of in-
terest as a standard cross section, are shown in Fig. 1. As one
can see, there is a considerable disagreement between the re-
sults of the different groups in both the absolute values and
the shapes of the cross sections. In this paper we deal mainly
with the (n,y)-cross section of gold and describe a measurement
at 30 keV neutron energy.
First of all we give in table I a review of the usable methods
for capture cross section measurements in the keV-energy re-
gion. In Fig. 1 we have included the abbreviations given in
table I. There are three main principles for the measurements
of (n,y)-cross sections in use: Firstly, the determination of
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the transmission cf neutrons through the sample which allows
us to ascertain the lass of neutrons due to absorption if we
tak~ ihto consideration the scattered neutrons. Secondly the
I
measurement of the reaction rate in the sample due to the (n,y)-
prbcess. Thirdly the observation of the decay of a neutron field
in a IIsamplel1-moderator. These main principles are sub-divided
into a large number of methods differing in the kind of the de-
termination of the transmission or the measurement of the re-
action rate or the neutron flux.
An important feature of an (n,y)~experiment is whether it is
absolutely or relatively performed. The first class of experi-
ments mentioned above and the last one are from their principle
always absolute, whereas the second class is almost always on-
ly absolute if one determines the reaction rate and the neutron
flux absolutely. However, we shall consider such methods as ap-
proximately absolutely perfprmed which need only the weIl known
(n,p)-scattering cross section (recoil proton measurements) or
thermal absorption cross sections (integral methods).
The second method mentioned above we should sub-divide into a
large number of methods which appear in the experiments. How-
ever, we have separated in table I the different methods for
the determination of the reaction rate and those for the neu-
tron flux. Generally all possible combinations of these methods
are usable in an experiment.
2.
Au
A Measurement of 0 at 30 keV Neutron Energyn,Y
The experiment was carried out in two parts (s. Fig. 2):
1.) A gold foil (diameter 18 mm, thickness 0.3 mm) was irra-
diated using kinemetically collimated neutrons at the
threshold of the Li7 (p,n) Be7-reaction. The time depen-
dence of the neutron flux was monitored by a long coun-
ter. At the end of the irradiation-time the y-activities
of the sample (Au 198 ; 411 keV-transition of Hg198 *) and
;,,; 3 -
of the target (Be'; 438 keV-transitioh of Li7*) were mea-
sured using a 4 x 3 in NaI(Tl)-detector. To gei the absolute
disintegration rate in the A~-foil, a thin Au-foil was aeti-
vated with thermal neutrons and its absolute disihtegration
rate measured by the 4ITß-y-coineidenee apparatus. This foil
was used to calibrate the y~detector. The different y-self
absorption in the thiek arid thin foil was calculated with
the assumption of a homogenious aetivatibn in the foil.
2.) A LiF-target was plaeed at an end of a channel in the center
of a glass sphere whieh was filled with MnS04-solution. The
target was bombarded with a proton beam. The neutrons slow
down and are eaptured partly at thermal energy by the Mn55_
nuelei. After the irradiation the solution was stirred and
the y-activ~ty of a well-defined quantity was measured using
a NaI(Tl)-deteetor. The arrangement used for this measure-
ment was e'alibrated 1,rli th a HnS04-solution of well-known
aetivity whieh was previously determined by the 4/iß-y-co-
incidence methode The Be7-aetivity was measured in the same
geometrie arrangement as in the first experimer~.
The relation between the various counts Z in the photo peaks of
the transitions eonsidered and the capture cross seetion of gold
is given by the following relations:




the experiment (1b)= <::Be · ·
Z = EMn · C . F (2a)M·n Mn Mn Second part of






t being the probabilities to get counts in the photopeaks if
decays take place. Q is the neutron souree strength. N is the
n
number of atoms per cm3 and d the thickness of the gold foil.
~is the decay eonstant, T is the irradiation time, G is the
counting time and t is the time between the end of the irra-
diation and the beginning of the eounting. The activation of
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t~e manganese nuclei, eMn' being ~etermined by the n~utron source
strength ~ and given in a prevlous work L36}. tAu and ~Mn are
knöwn from 4 ß~y-coincidence measurements [25, 36, 47.7. Thus we
khow from the second part cf the öf the experiment the factor
E
B
and use it to determine cr
Au
from the first ~art.e n,y
HO\lIever, there are a few effect's which must be taken into ac-
count: The scattering of neutrons in the target backing plate,
the activation of the foil due to neutrons which are seattered
in the foil, the resonance self protection and the influence
of the divergence of the neutrons in the eone. All tY'-'.:;e problems
are discussed in a previous work /36j and will not be repeated
here. The result of the experiment is:
oAu (30 keV) = (0.598 ~ 0.012) barn.
n,y
The advantage of the procedure used in this experiment in con-
trast to a previously described experiment /36J is the use of
a better geometrie arrangement of the target and the manganese
bath (this means a smaller loss of neutrons due to leakage at
the edge of the manganese bath). Detailed values of the quanti-
ties defined in eqs. (1) and (2) are given in ref. 48.
3. !'Best" Values for the Capture Cross Section of Gold at 30 keV
To get a normalization point for a capture cross seetion curve,
we consider the independent measured values for gold around
30 keV given later than 1960. As "independent,il we consider va-
lues which are not measured relative to other capture cross
sections. The omission of relative measured values is well-mo-
tivated: We would like to avoid taking into account one mea-
surement twice, at first directly and then again indirectly
in a relative measurement. Not so very clear is the cut at
1960. Our argument was that the most measurements before are
activation measurements and shell transmission measurements.
For the shell transmission measurements, most authors have
published newer results. The activation measurements depend on
the absolute determination of the activities. ~~e 4TIß-y-coin-
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cidence method, suggested by Campion /49J came into use around
1959 and gave rise to the determination of absolute activities
on a new level.
Table 11 a contains a list of these independent cross section
values at 30 keV. If no measured values are available at 30 keV
we have used a smooth curve through the measured values and
determined the error by the scattering and the errors of the va-
lues in the neighbourhood of 30 keV. We have omitted the values
of Isakov et ale L39] because a renormalization was necessary
and done by Konks et al. f27J. The original measured values of
Moxon and Rae 1211 we have averaged over an energy range of
5 keV.
Cross section values measured relative to the fission cross
section of U 235 i18, 511 are included in our discussion; how-
ever, we have modified the original values by using the recent
U 235 fission cross section values of White f52J, determined
relative to the n, p scattering cross section. The original re-
sults of experiments 1 to 14 (Table 11 a) are shown in Fig. 3.
First, we have calculated the non-weighted and the weighted
average values of all data given in table 11 a. We note these
values as HA", because it was not taken into consideration
that several measurements depend upon the same method or cali-
bration procedure.
In a second step, we have grouped the experiments according
to the method for determination of the neutron flux, and have
obtained a non-weighted average for each group (Table 11 b). The
weighted average of the values No 15 - No 21 "JaS noted as "B li •
In a last step, we have selected some values: The research of
D. Bogart and T.T. Semler [3~ has shown recently that the Bethe-
method for the calculation of the transmission for a spherical
shell is not applicable if the cross sections (scattering and
absorpiton) are not smooth. Therefore we omitt the value of
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Belanova et ale L31l because in this work the assumption of
smooth cross sections was made. Furthermore, we have omitted
the value given by Cox L3~. This value makes use cf the B10
(n,(X,)-cross section for high energies which is some1l1hat questio-
nable. The values No 22 - 27 are calculated, in contrast to
those of No 15 - 21, by weighting the single values. The value
No 25 was evaluated using the value No 8 and the non-weighted
average öf. No 11 'and No 14, since these last two values are not
independent. The value No 2 was corrected for activation by scat-
tered neutrons (~O %).
To calculate the weighted average of the last group we have in-
cluded an additional weight for the three :ross section values
based on absolute acitvation measurements. The average cf this
group was noted as "C li and used as a normalization value.
It is of interest that the several procedures to obtain an ave-
rage value give almost identical results. We should remark that
in the !lC" average value the cross section No. 23 has the highest
1I1eight.
4. The Shape of the Capture Cross Section of Gold in the Energy
Region 1 - 1000 k~
We have sub-divided the existing measurements of the (n,y)-cross
section shape of Au197 L1 - 36) in three groups: The first group
contains all values measured below 30 keV and the third the va-
lues above 150 keV. The second group contains the experimental
values between 30 and 150 keV. We have used smooth curv€s through
the measured points and the values from these smooth curves at
a number of energy points. All measured shapes within the first
and the third groups are in fairly good agreement. Between 10
and 20 keV neutron energy the shape of the cross section mea-
sured by Gibbons et ale L1~7 and by Kompe ~521 are in disagree-
ment with the other measurements; this can be explained by the
unfavourable true-to-background count ratios in these experi-
ments in this region.
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w~ häVe hormali~~d thes~ curV~s at jO and 150 keV and calculated
the average normalized values at all other energies in the two
groUps. The absolute ·value at 30 keV is given in the previous
section.
The shape of the cross section in the second range and the ab-
solute value at 150 keV are closely related. The shapes mea-
sured by Cox f)2J, Miskel et ale L1~ and Harris et ale [30]
are in good agreement.between 30 and 150 keV, but if we nor-
malize them at 30 keV, they give at 150 keV a value which is
about 20 %lower than that of Barry [2~ and the values mea-
sured relative to a of U 235 114 , 18, 11, 5, 33]. The shape
n,r
measured by Kompe L59] relative to the cross section curve for
the reaction Li6(n,a) given by Schwarz et ale ibO} connects the
absolute values at 30 and 150 keV mentioned above; however, the
shape is in strong disagreement with all other measured values
between 30 and 64 keV.
The situation seems to be unclarified up to now. We have used
the following assumptions and procedure for deriving a "bestll
cross section curve: Ue assurne that the values of Barry L'281
and those measured relative to the U 235 fission cross section
are correct. For the cross section between 30 and 150 keV we
have used a middle line between the curve given by Kompe L59}
(which depends on the data of Schwarz et ale /-bOJ) and a curve
which was constructed using the measured values up to 64 keV
with a smooth connection between 64 keV and 150 keV. However,
the curve is uncertain to .:!:. 10 %in this range.
The calculated values of the capture cross section of Au 197
and its errors are given in table 111 and shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4 we have included also fitted cross section curves
given by Bogard 152], Gibbons 153J and Grench et al. !5V.
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5. Renormalizatipn of Capture Cross Sections cf Several
Elenientsx'" '
X AuWe have calculated the ratio3 0 / a at several energy
n,y n,y
points using smooth curves through the measured values of a X
A n,y
and a u given in ref. 1 - 38, 55, 56, 57, 58. All available
ratio:'~re averaged and multiplied by the values of a Au de-
n,Y
termined in the previous section. The results for smooth curves
cf the capture cross sections of Mo, Rh, Ag, -In, Sb, I, Ta and
Ware given in table 111. The errors are estimated by the scat-
tering of the different cross section ratios and by the errors
of the gold cross section. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
6. DisCllssion
The problem of finding an absolute cross section value in the
keV-neutron energy region usable for the normalization of
cross section curves, seems to be - at least in the author's
opinion - solved. However, there are disagreements in the
shape of the (n,y)-cross section of gold between 30 keV and
150 keV which can not be explained up to now. Therefore it is
not possible to give a standard cross section in the energy
range 1 - 1000 keV which is better than 7 - 12 %.
The accuracies of the (n,y)-cross sections of several other
materials considered in this paper are not strongly affected
by the uncertainty of the standard cross section , because
the ratios a X / aAUy measured by different authors disagreen,y n,
generally about 10 - 30 %.
In conclusion the author thanks H.W. Schmitt for valuable
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Figure Ca1>tioljs





AuThe independent experimental values of 0 at 30 keVn,Y
neutron energy.
Fig. 4. Comparison of fitted cross section curves.
Fig. 5. Capture cross sections of Mo, Rh,Ag, In, Sb, I, Ta
and W in the energy range 1 - 1000 keV
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TABLE I Experimental Methods for Capture Cross Seetion
Measurements
ISST ISPheri-IThe transmission of a spherieal
cal shell is observed. In eontrast to
Shell a normal transmission experiment,
Trans- in this geometrie arrangement the
mission neutrons which are "scattered out"
by that part of the sample which
is between the source and the de-
tector are compensated by neutrons
vJhich areliscattered in" from the


























jCross 'The normal transmission due to ab- I
lSeetion sorption and seattering in a, samplel
Diffe- is observed' In addition the scat-
rence tered neutrons are measured in a
Method 4 geometry. 10 eleminate the ef-
fieiency of the 4 -detector the
Isame experiment is performed witha lIpure ii scatterer.
~otal IThe loss of neutrons due to a
l
'Absorp - sample in a 4 -neutron deteetor is
tion measured. This method is in prin-
IMethod eiple identieal with the method
I
I to determine the resonanee inte-








cross seetion is used to determine
the neutron flux. Beeause it is
ldifficult to measure the reeoilprotons for low energies, the low-
l
iest neutron energy for whieh ab-
solute neutron flux measurements
! have been performed is about 40 ke
!The associated aetivity (nueleus
j
' B) in, the neutron source reaction
A(B,n)B being measured and is
I, equal to the neutron souree
strength, If the (n,y)-reaetion
at the sampIe leads to an acti-
vity whieh is similar to those
of the souree reaction, the corn-























'f!.rinciple /1 A?br~ ... /'Nethod Remarks /Re!.
v~at~on I
I I Ir-I- .....--......-----...'...'....' ......--.......------------.··--..~-~~ ..--------------I
~eaction F-AP jAsso- IThe associated (charged) par- ~O
(Capture) ciate ticle in -ehe SOUl~ce being de- I
Parti- detected. Tbis wethocl 1tlaS not
cal performed for measurements in
I
, the keV-energy region, as far






!The neutrons are slowed down in B, ~,
113. large moderator and detected /9, 13,
lat thermal neutron energy in the41, 42
whole moderator. This means a I
flat response of the detector a~
13. function of the incident neu- I
. tron energy. The detector being
calibrated in energy regions
where good methods for flux
measurements exist. (Examples:
Long Counter, Macklin sphere, I
grey neutron detector, large lij
quid scintillator ,vith 13. scat- I
terer)
i
F-IN 'Inte- IThe principle of neutron slow-
gral ling down is the same as for
MethodsIF-.ID. However, t~e captures at
(mainly~thermal energies lead partly
NnS04- 't6 an activity which can be
bath measured absolutely. This ac-
tech- tivity together with the ratio
nique) lof the activation cross sec-
Ition to the capture cross sec-
_ Ition of the moderator deter-










lThe neutron flux measurement
lis avoided by using an(n,y)-
lcross section or the (n,f)-
j



















Relatio~ This procedure is different
t I from F-R in as much as the
B~O( )[ thermal cross section and an
n,cx. ! assumption about the energy
dependence of the cross sec-
tion (1/v-behaviour) is used.
Furthermore the measurement
of the (n,cx.)-cross section
for B10 using the spherical
shell transmission method, in
contrast to the (n,y)-mea-
surements, allows the assump-
tion of smooth cross sections
in the keV-energy region.
In principle it should be
possible to calculate the
neutron flux in a large mo-
derator of heavy nuclei as a
function of time (energy)
using a pulsed neutron source
öf constant source energy. A
calibration at one energy
would determine the flux at
all energies. However, this
method has not been used in
absolute cross section de-
termination; rather all mea-
I















Total IThe prompt y-rays are detec- 111 , 15,
absorp- ted in a n -geometry using 10, 20
tion of a large liquid scintillator
prompt tank. To obtain independence
y-rays of the efficiency from the
large changes of the y-multiplici-
liquid ties in the cascades, it is



















The effic~·ency for the detecW,," 2,1,
tion of a prompt y-ray in the 39,
cascade is propo~tional to t
energy of this y-ray. This
means that the overall effi-
ciency is independent of the
multiplicity in a y-ray cas- I
cade and only proportional
to the max. y-transition enerT
gy. (Examples: Proportional I















The prompt y-rays are detec- 19
ted in only apart of the 411
-angle with a large volume s
scintillation detector. How-
ever, most of the detectors
are not iiblack ' for the y-
rays and therefore are sen-





'C~A Acti- The activity of a sampIe due i1 _ 9 I
vation to (n~-reactions is deter- j13, 14,
mined after the irradiation. 118' 24,
Not all stable nuclei yield 25, 28
a radioactive nucleus when I 33,
undergoing an n,y reaction; 35, 36 ,
also in many cases it is
not possible (because of
half-life and/or decay
scheme) to determine the in-
duced activity. Therefore
the application of this me-
thod to the determination
of (n,y) cross sections is
very restricted. However,
in a few cases such precise
determination of the activi- I
ty (that is, also of the cap-I
ture rate) are possible, that!
I
this method is very favourab-l






IprinCiPle IAbbre- IMethodviati°nt Remarks t Ref.
Reaction
(Capture)
RelatiOjThe elimination of the detec-
to cap- .. tor efficiency (in the ca-
ture ses C-LLS, C EPD, C-LVD and
rates a C-A) is possible if one knows
thermal either the capture cross sec-
or eV tion at thermal neutron ener-

















The decay time cons~ant n 45, 46
= v ~ ~ D B2 + CB is og-
ser~edato d~termine the ab-
sorption cross section ~ •
The moderation effect mu~t be "
taken into consideration. The
result is an effective cross
section averaged over many
resonances.






















































































































1966 lTA , SST
(May) !(Bethe method)
1966 fF-U235/C-A
Aug.) IThe cross section
~atio given in the
~eferred work and
~n extrapolated va-
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(a) The original values are averaged :at an energy range öf 5 keV
(b) The values are translated from 24.8 keV to 30 keV using
the crosssection curve giyen by Rarris et al. 130/.
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TABLE 11 b) Reduced and Selected Cross Section Values
at 30 keV and Average Values
tNo I No from Tab. Ir a I Method Value/barn.
15 1 F-ID/C-A 0.767 2. 0.060
16 3, 4, 5 F-B10/C-EPD, C-LLS 0.585 2. 0.095
17 6, 7 F-AA+C-A 0.617 2. 0.026
18 8, 11, 14 F-IH/C-A 0.586 2. 0.021
19 9, 12 SST 0.554 !. 0.050
'20 2, 13 F-U235/C-A 0.749.:!::. 0.065
121 10 F-B10, F-U235/C-A 0.809 2. 0.080
!No No from Tab.ilo-I Method Add.- IIJeight Value/barn
122 1 F-ID/C-A 0.3 0.767 + 0.0601
123 3, 4, 5 F-B10/C-EPD, C-LLS
- I
0.587 2. 0.02~
124 6, 7 F-AA+C-A 0.598 + 0.03
125
- I.
8, 14 F-IM/C-A 0.311 , 0.595 ;!:. 0.O3~
126 9 SST 0.608 2. 0.05
I
~27 2, 13 F-U235/C-A 0.3 O. 644 + O. 021
i I
/NO No from above Notation Average value /barn
)
I
11 1 - 14 "All non-1,'ieighted 0.623 !. 0.030
IIa 1 - 14 "A ii weighted 0.600 .:!::. 0.009
I
11 15 - 21 lIB" \'ieighted 0.615 + 0.025
111 I. 22 - 27 II Cil weighted 0.603 2. 0.012
- 20 -
TABLE 111· Capture Cross Section Values in the Energy Region





























E/keV r-Au Mo Rh Ag In Sb
1 (6.77 0.72 2.82 4.27 2.59 2.13
2 14.08 0.63 2.35 2.91 2.18 1.43
I
3 13.03 0.56 2.09 2.44 1.98 1.16
I
5 12.11 0.47 1.73 1.94 1.65 0.91
l
10 11.31 0.33 1.27 1.52 1.29 0.69
20 10.811 0.234 1.00 1.28 1.02 0.574
I
i 30 0.603 0.165 0.85 1.02 0.81 0.480,
150 0.460 0.110 0.72 0.85 0.65 0.370
;
I 70 0.400 0.090 0.64 0.73 0.56 0.285
I 100 0.355 0.076 0.54 0.61 0.46 0.216:
I 200 0.304 0.062 0.364 o. LI-06 0.321 0.145
I 300 '0.245 0.056 0.258 0.310 0.287 0.130
! 500 0.159 0.045 0.150 0.198 0.267 0.114
i
1700 0.118 0.036 0.103 0.150 0.267 0.106
i 1000 ! .093 0.027 0.075 0.112 0.269 0.1111 .·___ .,._ ..•
i i /30/0 / % ...._.__. . ....._. .. ... __
I 1-10 f7 30 20 10 15 30
1 10- 40 ~ 20 20 10 10 20
I 40-200 112 20 20 15 15 15
kOO-100~ 7 20 15 10 15 20 20






F -S'10,F - U235/C-A
F-U235/C-A
55T (see Ref. 12 I
F -101 C-A
F-AA 'l' C-A and
F -IM/C-APa
JT
10.Q[ a V.A. Konks et al. 1964 (Ref27)
- b J.F.Barry 1964 28
C A.K.Chaubey et a\'1965 29
Tp d K.K.Harris et a\. 1965 30
a ;1 e T.S.Belanova eta1.1965 31
J T f S.A. Cox 1966 32
J a p 9 H.A.Grench ltt al. 1966 J3
P h D.Bogatt et al. 1366 34
o P k T. 8. Ryves Ei't al. 1966 3S



















m T.S. Belanova 1960










1} 1: pI C
2 u Q
3 F-'R IC-A QQ..J R
4 F - R I C-A T I \'!lSp U ~n I P
5 F-U235/c-A TQU p m Mt
6 F- ID/C-A U ~
7 F -ID,F-R/C-A QQ V I
8 F-lO,F-U23SI C -A . t:lk.J!u.•._ 1d
9 F- Bl0,F-R/C-A L.Q\.~ o----X 1
10 F - 810 IC - L LS e--W1'S. Ud f
11 F-U235/C-LL5 c QP
12 55T Q a M
13 F-ID/C-A T QP P d J
14 F-B10,F- U 235/C -A P Q Q{Yp. S d




19 F - I 0 ~F - R I C - LV 0
20 F - B1u/C - LlS
21 F- 810/C-EPD
22 F - R I C- EPD
23 SST
24 F -AA" C-A
25 F-rM/C-A
26 GGD
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Fig.3 The independent experimental values of ö AUnIl'
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